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Introduction
Let k be a number field, S a finite set of places of k and p a prime number. We denote the maximal p-extension of k which is unramified outside S by k S (p) and put G S (k)(p) = G(k S (p)|k).
The group G S (k)(p) is rather well (but far from being completely) understood in the case that S contains all primes dividing p (see Chapter X of [NSW] for an overview on the results known). Besides the fact that the group G S (k)(p) is finitely presentable, until recently not much was known in the case that S does not contain all places above p. In 2005, J. Labute [La1] considered the case k = Q and found the first examples of pairs (S, p) such that G S (Q)(p) has cohomological dimension 2 and p is not in S. This progress was possible by using the newly developed theory of mild prop-groups. The author then generalized Labute's results to arbitrary number fields [S1, S2] , whereas the focus was on the K(π, 1)-property. This property says that the cohomology of the group G S (k)(p) coincides with the étale cohomology of the scheme Spec( k ) S, in particular, it implies cohomological dimension 2. However, for a given number field k, finitely many prime numbers had to be excluded: the divisors of the class number and such p with ζ p ∈ k. It has turned out now that this restriction can be removed if one considers a more general problem from the very beginning, namely the question for the group G In this paper we prove without assumptions on S and T that, by adding finitely many primes to S, we achieve a situation where G T S (k)(p) has cohomological dimension 2 and further nice properties. Moreover, we can avoid an arbitrarily given set of Dirichlet density zero (in particular, the places above p) when choosing the additional primes. The precise result is the following: Theorem 1.1. Let k be a global field and let p be an odd prime number different from char(k). Let S, T and M be pairwise disjoint sets of places of k, where S and T are finite and M has Dirichlet density δ(M) = 0. Then there exists a finite set of places S 0 of k which is disjoint from S ∪ T ∪ M and such that the following assertions hold.
(i) The group G T S∪S0 (k)(p) has cohomological dimension 2 and the cup-product
is surjective. 
is an isomorphism of pro-p-groups.
(iv) For each discrete p-torsion G T S∪S0 (p)-module M , the edge morphisms of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the universal pro-p-covering
are isomorphisms for all i ≥ 0. Here X is the uniquely defined one-dimensional, regular and connected scheme which is proper over Spec(Z) and has function field k, and H Remarks 1.2. 1. The reason why we excluded the prime number p = 2 in Theorem 1.1 is not the usual problem with the real places, but that there is no good theory of mild pro-2-groups at hand at the moment. 2. Naturally the question arises whether properties (i)-(iv) then also hold for the group G T S∪S ′ 0 (k)(p), where S ′ 0 is an arbitrary finite set of places which contains S 0 and is disjoint from T . We will prove this in section 8 under the assumption that no prime in S ′ 0 S 0 splits completely in the extension k T S∪S0 (p)|k (see Theorem 8.1). 3. Similar results for the full group G T S (k), i.e. without passage to the maximal pro-p factor group, seem to be out of reach at the moment.
In the number field case, the places above p do not play a special role in Theorem 1.1, in particular, we do not assume that S contains the set S p of primes dividing p. But even in the number field case with S ⊃ S p and T = ∅, Theorem 1.1 provides new information: assertion (ii) was known up to now only if k contains a primitive p-th root of unity (Kuz'min's Theorem, see [Ku] or [NSW] , 10.8.4), as well as for certain CM-fields (see [Mu] or [NSW] , X §8 Exercise). By (iii), after adding finitely many primes to S ⊃ S p , the decomposition groups of the primes above p establish a free product inside the group G S (k)(p). So far this was only known for sets of places S of Dirichlet density 1 (see [NSW] , 9.4.4), but not for finite sets of places.
In the "tame" case S ∩ S p = ∅ with T = ∅, assertions (i), (ii) and (iv) were shown in [S2] , however only if p ∤ #Cl(k) and ζ p / ∈ k. Previous results in the "mixed" case ∅ S ∩ S p S p had been achieved by K. Wingberg [Wi1] , Ch. Maire [Mai] and D. Vogel [Vo] .
We will see in section 9 that Theorem 1.1 provides a large class of examples of G T S (k)(p) being a pro-p duality group (see Theorem 9.6). In the number field case with S ⊃ S p and T = ∅, this was known if k contains a primitive p-th root of unity by results of Wingberg (see [Wi2] or [NSW] , 10.9.8). In the case ζ p / ∈ k, there existed merely results for real-abelian fields and for certain CM-fields (see [NSW] , 10.9.15 and the Remark below).
Essential for the proof of Theorem 1.1 are arithmetic duality theorems, Hasse principles for the cohomology, Labute's theory of mild pro-p-groups and the technique of free products of bundles of profinite groups as developed in Chapter IV of [NSW] .
The author thanks Ph. Lebacque for his comments about an earlier version of this paper.
The étale site of a marked curve
Let Y be a one-dimensional, noetherian and regular scheme and let T be a finite set of closed points of Y . As usual, we denote by Et(Y ) the category of étale morphisms of finite type Y ′ → Y .
Definition 2.1. The category Et(Y, T ) is the full subcategory of Et(Y ) which consists of all objects f : Y ′ → Y such that for each closed point y ′ ∈ Y ′ with y = f (y ′ ) ∈ T the residue field extension k(y ′ )|k(y) is trivial. The étale site (Y, T ) et of the curve Y marked in T consists of the category Et(Y, T ) with surjective families as coverings.
Obviously, we have
for each sheaf F of abelian groups on (Y, T 2 ) et and for all i ≥ 0. For a proper closed (hence finite) subset M ⊂ Y , we define the local cohomology groups H * M (Y, T, −) in the usual manner as the right derivatives of the functor
In the same way as for usual the étale cohomology, one proves excision, i.e. we have
. Also the construction of the cup-product is completely analogous to the usual étale site: for sheaves F 1 , F 2 on (Y, T ) et and i, j ≥ 0, we have a cup-product pairing
satisfying the using properties.
Also in an analogous way, one constructs the fundamental group. We consider the full subcategory FEt(Y, T ) of the finite morphisms Y ′ → Y in Et(Y, T ). This category satisfies the axioms of a Galois category ([SGA1] , V, 4). Choosing a geometric pointx in Y T , we have the fibre functor
whose group of automorphisms is the étale fundamental group of (Y, T ) by definition. We denote this group by π et 1 (Y, T,x) . Assume that Y is connected. Then the fundamental groups to different base points are isomorphic, the isomorphism being canonical up to inner automorphisms, and we will frequently exclude the base point from the notation. The fundamental group is profinite and classifies étale coverings of Y in which every point of T splits completely. The group H 1 et (Y, T, F p ) classifies cyclic coverings of degree p of (Y, T ). Therefore we have isomorphisms
. This isomorphism is visible in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence as follows. We consider the universal pro-p-covering (Y, T )(p) of (Y, T ). This is a pro-object in FEt(Y, T ) and the projection
we obtain the spectral sequence
and, in particular, edge morphisms 
The local duality theorem (see [NSW] , Theorem 7.2.6) shows
∨ and, by [NSW] , Corollary 7.3.9, we obtain
Finally, the natural homomorphism
is injective. Therefore the statement of the proposition follows from the exact excision sequence
Now let k be a global field and let X be the uniquely defined one-dimensional, regular and connected scheme which is proper over Spec(Z) and has function field k (i.e. X = Spec( k ) if k is a number field and X is a smooth projective curve over a finite field if k is a function field). Let S and T be disjoint finite sets of nonarchimedean places of k, i.e. disjoint finite sets of closed points of X.
We denote the set of archimedean places of k by S ∞ (hence S ∞ = ∅ if k is a function field). In Galois terminology (and without mention the base point), we have π the normalization (X S) K of the curve X S in K, marked in the set T (K) of prolongations of places of T to K. If K|k is finite, then (X S, T ) K is an object in FEt(X S, T ), and a pro-object otherwise.
Now let p = char(k) be a fixed prime number. We denote the maximal elemen-
We denote the set of primes dividing p by S p (hence S p = ∅ in the function field case). Assuming p = 2 or k totally imaginary if k is a number field, we may ignore the archimedean primes, i.e. we have
. Part (iv) of our main result Theorem 1.1 says that, for p = 2, p = char(k), we can achieve the K(π, 1)-property for (X S, T ) by adding finitely many primes to S. This is well known, even without adding primes, in the special case S ⊃ S p and T = ∅: Proposition 3.2. Let k be a global field, p = char(k) a prime number and S ⊃ S p a finite, nonempty set of places of k. Then, for every discrete p-torsion G S∪S∞ (k)-module M , the natural maps
are isomorphisms for all i ≥ 0.
Proof. See [Mi2] , II, Proposition 2.9, for a proof of the first statement. The second statement is a result of O. Neumann, see [NSW] , Corollary 10.4.8.
From now on we use the following notation, where p is a prime number different from char(k).
r 1 the number of real places of k r 2 the number of complex places of k r = r 1 + r 2 , the number of archimedean places of k δ
, where A is an abelian group and n ∈ N A/n = coker(A ·n → A), where A is an abelian group and n ∈ N.
If k has positive characteristic, then r 1 = r 2 = r = 0, and E k,∅ is the multiplicative group of the finite field of constants. As before, we exclude the constant coefficients F p from the notation in cohomology groups. We make the assumption p = 2 or k totally imaginary in the number field case everywhere in the paper. Therefore we make the following notational convention:
'Set of places' always means 'set of non-archimedean places'. 
Proof. The assertion is well known in the case T = ∅ and S ⊃ S p : by [Mi2] , II, Theorem 2.13 (a), we have χ(X S) = −r 2 , and furthermore
where we set [k : Q] = 0, if k is a function field. We consider the exact excision sequence
where X p denotes the completion of X at p (the cohomology groups of the completion and the henselization coincide). We obtain the result for S = ∅ and arbitrary T by using this excision sequence for S = S p and by applying Proposition 3.1. Finally, we obtain the result for arbitrary S from the case S = ∅ by using the excision sequence
and another application of Proposition 3.1.
Corollary 3.4. Let S and T be disjoint, finite sets of places of the global field k.
Then we have an exact sequence
and isomorphisms
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1 by comparing the excision sequences for X S and X (S ∪ T ) as well as for (X S, T ) and X (S ∪ T ).
To obtain formulae for the individual cohomology groups, we introduce the Kummer group V T S (k). Let S and T be disjoint, finite sets of places of k and let p = char(k) be a fixed prime number, which we exclude from the notation. We put
where U v denote the unit group of the local field k v (convention:
. In terms of flat cohomology, we have
Lemma 3.5. For S = ∅, there is a natural exact sequence
For arbitrary S and any additional place p / ∈ S ∪ T , we have an exact sequence
This, together with Dirichlet's unity theorem shows the first statement. The second exact sequence follows directly from the definitions of the objects occurring.
Theorem 3.6. Let S and T be disjoint, finite sets of places of the global field k.
Here θ = 1 if δ = 1 and S = ∅, and θ = 0 otherwise.
Proof. The statement about h 0 is trivial and the vanishing of the cohomology in dimension greater than or equal to 4 is already contained in Proposition 3.3. ArtinVerdier duality (see [Maz] , 2.4 or [Mi2] , Theorem 3.1) or étale Poincaré duality ([Mi1] , V, Corollary 2.3), respectively, show that
Furthermore, the vanishing of
for every point p of X. By Corollary 3.4, we have an isomorphism
∨ . We consider the excision sequence
The right hand term vanishes by Proposition 3.1, hence β is surjective. The dual map to α is the map
which is injective, unless δ = 1 and S = ∅. We obtain h 3 (X S, T ) = 1 if δ = 1 and S = ∅, and 0 otherwise. Using the isomorphism
, we obtain the assertion about h 1 from the calculation of the first cohomology of the group G T S (k), see [NSW] , Theorem 10.7.10. Finally, the result for h 2 follows by using the Euler-Poincaré characteristic formula in Proposition 3.3.
The vanishing of the cohomology in dimension greater than 2 and Lemma 2.2 imply the following 
Duality for marked arithmetic curves
Next we prove a duality theorem for marked arithmetic curves. For a sheaf F on (X S, T ) et , we consider the Shafarevich-Tate groups
We omit the constant coefficients F = F p from the notation and we also omit T if T = ∅. Furthermore, we put
Theorem 4.1. Let k be a global field and let p be a prime number different from char(k). Assume p = 2 or k totally imaginary if k is a number field. Let S and T be disjoint, finite sets of places of k. Then there is a natural isomorphism
Remark 4.2. By passing to the limit over all finite subsets, Theorem 4.1 generalizes to the case of an arbitrary, i.e. not necessarily finite set of places S.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We choose a sufficiently large finite set of places Σ such that S ∪ T ∪ S p ⊂ Σ and Pic (X Σ) k(µp) is p-torsion free. Then the groups X 1 (k, Σ) and X 1 (k, Σ, µ p ) vanish. From this follows the vanishing of
∨ (by Proposition 3.2 and Poitou-Tate duality, [NSW] , Theorem 8.6.7) and the exactness of the sequence
We dualize this sequence and consider the commutative diagram
The middle row is part of the long exact sequence of Poitou-Tate (see [NSW] , Theorem 8.6.10), hence exact. The snake lemma yields the exactness of
Using the commutative diagram
. Therefore excision yields the exact sequence
and a comparison of (I) and (II) shows the statement of the theorem. 
is injective and an isomorphism if δ = 0. If δ = 1, then, for every p 0 ∈ S, the map
is an isomorphism.
Proof. For p ∈ S, we have
Furthermore, we have X 2 (k, S, T ) = 0 by Theorem 4.1. Therefore excision yields the exact sequence 
Proof. Let Ω be the set of all places p of k with N (p) ≡ 1 mod p. Then the set Ω(k(µ p )) of prolongations of places in Ω to k(µ p ) has Dirichlet density 1. As
and by the Hasse principle [NSW] , Theorem 9.1.9 (ii), the homomorphism
Local components
As before, let k be a global field and let p be a prime number different from char(k). We assume p = 2 or k totally imaginary if k is a number field. Let T be a finite set of places, T = ∅ if k is a function field, with p Cl T (k) = 0. As Cl T (k) is finite, we have Cl T (k)(p) = 0 and the exact sequence
Definition 5.1. For a prime p / ∈ T , we denote by s p ∈ k × /k ×p an element with v p (s p ) ≡ 1 mod p and v q (s p ) ≡ 0 mod p for all q / ∈ T ∪ {p}. The element s p is well-defined up to multiplication by elements of E k,T /p.
By k(
p E k,T ) we denote the finite Galois extension of k, obtained by adjoining the p-th roots of all T -units of k. If δ = 0 (i.e. µ p ⊂ k), this means that also the p-th roots of unity are adjoined. For a place p / ∈ T , the extension k( p E k,T , p √ s p ) is independent from the choice of s p .
Lemma 5.2. Let T be finite set of places, T = ∅ if k is a function field, with
{q} |k is cyclic of order p and q ramifies in this extension. Moreover, if δ = 1, then
Proof. By assumption, we have
is the zero map. Therefore we have an isomorphism
which implies h 1 (X {q}, T ) = 1 by Theorem 3.6. Because of Cl T (k)(p) = 0, the prime q ramifies in k T,el {q} . Now assume δ = 1 and let k
After replacing α by α e for a suitable chosen e ∈ F × p , we have
theory. Now let p / ∈ T ∪ {q} be a prime of norm N (p) ≡ 1 mod p. By class field theory, p splits in the extension k T,el {q} |k if and only if there exists an s ∈ k × /k ×p with
Conversely, if q splits in this extension, then s = s p has the required property and p splits in k T,el {q} |k. 
Proof. For a prime p with
Since χ q ramifies at q and χ is unramified at q, (χ ∪ χ q ) q is nonzero if and only if the image of χ in H 1 nr (k q ) is nontrivial, i.e. if χ(Frob q ) = 0. Now let p ∈ S. Since χ q is unramified at p, (χ ∪ χ q ) p is nonzero if and only if the image of χ q in H 1 nr (k p ) is nonzero and χ ramifies at p. The first condition is equivalent to χ q (Frob p ) = 0 and, by Lemma 5.2, this holds if and only if q does not split in the extension k(
6 An auxiliary extension 
(ii) (X S, T ∪ T 0 ) has the K(π, 1)-property for p.
In the proof of Theorem 6.1, we will use the following sufficient criterion for cohomological dimension 2.
Theorem 6.2 ([S2], Theorem 5.5). Let p be an odd prime number and let G be a finitely presentable pro-p-group. Suppose H 2 (G) = 0 and that there is a direct sum decomposition
Then cd G = 2.
Remark 6.3. 1. For pro-p-groups with one defining relation, this result was known for a long time, see [La2] . 2. The criterion in Theorem 6.2 yields more than just cohomological dimension 2: the given condition is sufficient for the mildness of G. This has been deduced in [S2] , §5, from the results of Labute's paper [La1] . By [La1] , Theorem 1.2(c), mild pro-p-groups have cohomological dimension 2.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.1. We start with the (easier) case δ = 0, i.e. k does not contain a primitive p-th root of unity.
Lemma 6.4. Let δ = 0 and let S = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be a finite set of places p with N (p) ≡ 1 mod p. We put s i = s pi . Then the extensions
Proof. By construction, the F p -vector space spanned by s 1 , . . . ,
Since both lie in the 1-eigenspace with respect to the cyclotomic character χ cycl :
lies in the 0-eigenspace, the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 6.1 in the case δ = 0. We choose T 0 such that p Cl T ∪T0 (k) = 0 and T ∪ T 0 = ∅ if k is a function field. We simplify the notation and replace T by T ∪T 0 in what follows. Now we choose a finite set of S 0 places p with
This can be achieved by applying Proposition 4.4 twice. We enumerate the elements in S 0 , i.e. S 0 = {p 1 , . . . , p m }, and put s i = s pi . By Theorem 3.6, the inertia groups T i of the places p i , i = 1, . . . , m, are nontrivial and of order p. We enlarge S 0 by m further primes in the following way:
We choose prolongations P 1 , . . . , P m of p 1 , . . . , p m to k(µ p ) and consider for a prime Q in k(µ p ) and a ∈ {1, . . . , m} the following condition (B a ):
•
• Q splits completely in k(
As the complete splitting of Q in k( p E k,T ) is one of the conditions, (B a ) is independent of the choice of the s i . By Lemma 6.4 and the Chebotarev density theorem, we find a prime Q 1 in k(µ p ) which satisfies condition (B 1 ). Then we put q 1 = Q 1 ∩ k. By Lemma 5.2, k T,el {q1} is cyclic of order p and q 1 ramifies in this extension. Now we recursively choose primes Q 2 , . . . , Q m in k(µ p ) and put q a = Q a ∩ k such that
• Q a satisfies condition (B a ), and
This is possible since, according to the choice of Q 1 , . . . , Q a−1 and by Lemma 6.4, the extensions
are linearly disjoint over k(µ p ). We put
We have h 2 (X S, T ) = 2m and, by Corollary 4.3, the natural map
is an isomorphism. Let η a be a generator of
By Proposition 5.3, we have
We claim that the cup-product
is surjective. For that purpose we choose elements
We claim that the elements χ 1 ∪ η 1 , . . . , χ m ∪ η m , ψ 1 ∪ η 1 , . . . , ψ m ∪ η m generate the 2m-dimensional vector space H 2 et (X S, T ). In order to see this, we consider the matrix
Denoting a nonzero element by * and an arbitrary element by ?, Proposition 5.3 and our choices show that this matrix has the shape
This shows the claim. In particular, the cup-product
is surjective. As it factors through
this inclusion is an isomorphism. Therefore the group G T S (k)(p) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.2 and we obtain cd G T S (k)(p) = 2. Now Corollary 3.7 implies the K(π, 1)-property for (X S, T ). Finally, by our choice of S 0 , we have V T S {p} (k) = 0 for each p ∈ S, hence all p ∈ S ramify in k
For the case δ = 1, we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let δ = 1 and let T be a finite, nonempty set of places with V ∅ T (k) = 0 and S p ⊂ T . We assume k to be totally imaginary if k is a number field (automatic if p = 2). Then we have p Cl T (k) = 0 and
Moreover, let S = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be a finite set of places which is disjoint from T . Then we have an inclusion
where s i = s pi , i = 1, . . . , n. The following assertions are equivalent: 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. By Theorem 4.1, we have X 2 (k, T ) = 0. Hence Poitou-Tate duality ( [NSW] , Theorem 8.6.7) implies X 1 (k, T, µ p ) = 0. Since δ = 1 and by [NSW] , Lemma 8.6.3, we obtain Hom(Cl T (k), Z/pZ) = X 1 (k, T ) = 0. As Cl T (k) is finite, this implies p Cl T (k) = 0. By Dirichlet's unit theorem, we have dim Fp E k,T /p = #T + r and Theorem 3.6 implies
This shows that k( p E k,T ) = k el T . Lemma 3.5 yields an isomorphism
Now let S be a finite set of places which is disjoint from T and let k(
S |k. Then we have α ∈ V S T (k) and we find exponents a 1 , . . . , a n such that α ·s
Next we prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii). We have V T S (k) = 0 if and only if the
pi is injective. This is true if and only if for no element e ∈ E k,T /p, e = 1, the cyclic extension k( p √ e)|k is completely split at S. Hence (ii) holds if and only if the elements Frob p1 , . . . , Frob pn generate the Galois
. Therefore (i) and (ii) are equivalent. We denote by I k,T the group of T -idèles and by C T (k) the group of T -idèle classes of k. Since Cl T (k)(p) = 0, [NSW] , Proposition 8.3.5, implies the exact sequence
Now we consider a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Let H I ⊂ k × /k ×p be the subgroup generated by the elements s i , i ∈ I. Since S p ⊂ T , we have
By Kummer theory, the extensions k
are linearly disjoint over k if and only if the homomorphism
and hence to the injectivity of the map
This latter map is injective if and only if the composite map
is injective. By class field theory, s i maps to Frob
. Therefore the injectivity of the composite map above is equivalent to assertion (a).
Proof of Theorem 6.1 in the case δ = 1. We choose a sufficiently large finite set of places T 0 such that V ∅ T ∪T0 (k) = 0 and S p ⊂ T ∪ T 0 . To simplify the notation, we replace T by T ∪ T 0 in what follows. Now we choose to each nonzero element g ∈ G(k el T |k) a prime p g with p / ∈ T ∪ M and g = Frob pg . We denote the set of these primes by S 0 and we choose a numbering
As before, we put s i = s pi . By Lemma 6.5, we have V
By Theorem 3.6, we obtain h 2 (X S 0 , T ) = m and h 1 (X T ) = #T + r := n.
Let a, 1 ≤ a ≤ m, be an index. We choose a subset I a ⊂ {1, . . . , m} of cardinality n − 1 with a / ∈ I a such that (Frob p0 , {Frob pi } i∈Ia ) as well as (Frob pa , {Frob pi } i∈Ia ) is a basis of G(k el T |k). This possible. Indeed, if Frob p0 and Frob pa are linearly dependent in G(k el T |k), then we complete Frob p0 to a basis. If these two elements are linearly independent, then we choose a ′ with Frob p a ′ = Frob p0 + Frob pa and complete (Frob p0 , Frob p a ′ ) to a basis.
By Lemma 6.5, the extensions k
By our choice of I a , the same is true after replacing
S0 |k) be the inertia group of p i . Since the elements Frob pj , j = i, still generate G(k el T |k), we have V T S0\{pi} (k) = 0 by Lemma 6.5. Therefore p i ramifies in k T,el S0 |k and T i is cyclic of order p. By construction, the m − n + 1 cyclic subgroups of order p
S0 |k) and the same is true for the subgroups
Therefore the subgroups T i , i / ∈ {0, a}∪I a generate an (m−n)-dimensional subspace, the extension k T,el {p0,pa} is cyclic of order p and ramified at p 0 and p a . For a = 1, . . . , m and a prime q, we consider the following condition (C a ):
• q splits completely in k
• q is inert in the extension k(
• the image of Frob q in G(k
Applying the Chebotarev density theorem to the elementary abelian extension
we find a prime q 1 in k which satisfies condition (C 1 ). By Lemma 5.2, the extension k
{q1} is cyclic of degree p and ramified at q 1 . Now we choose recursively primes q 2 , . . . , q m in k such that
• q a satisfies condition (C a ), and
In particular, the q i are pairwise different and we have N (q i ) ≡ 1 mod p. We claim that S = {p 0 , . . . , p m , q 1 , . . . , q m } has the required properties. We have h 2 (X S, T ) = 2m and, by Corollary 4.3, the natural map
is an isomorphism. Let η a be a generator of H 1 et (X {q a }, T ). We consider the m-dimensional vector space V spanned by η 1 , . . . , η m in H 1 et (X S, T ). Then we have
for a, b, i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. It remains to show that the cup-product
is surjective. To this end we choose for each a ∈ {1, . . . , m} a generator χ a of H 1 et (X {p 0 , p a }, T ). By construction, we have χ a (T a ) = 0, χ a (T i ) = 0 for i / ∈ {0, a} ∪ I a and χ a (Frob qa ) = 0. Furthermore, we choose ψ a ∈ H 1 et (X S, T ) with ψ a (Frob qa ) = 0.
We claim that the elements S, T ) . This can be seen in exactly the same way as in the case δ = 0 and also the rest of the proof is word by word the same from this point on.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. We introduce the following notation: let K|k be a (typically infinite) separable algebraic extension and let S be a finite set of places of k. Then we write (as before omitting the coefficients
where the limit on the right hand side runs through all finite subextensions k ′ |k of K|k. If K|k is Galois with group G(K|k), then the generalized sum
is the maximal discrete G(K|k)-submodule of the product p∈S(K) H i (K p ).
The next proposition reduces Theorem 1.1 to Theorem 6.1.
Proposition 7.1. Let S, T , S 0 and T 0 be pairwise disjoint finite sets of places of the global field k. Assume that (X S 0 , S∪T ∪T 0 ) has the K(π, 1)-property for p. Then also
is an isomorphism.
Proof. To simplify notation, we write k
We start by calculating the cohomology of (X S 0 , S ∪ T ) k
Therefore Corollary 3.4 shows that
we obtain an isomorphism
In particular, k S∪T S0 realizes the maximal elementary abelian unramified p-extension k nr,el p of k p for all p ∈ T 0 . The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence implies an inclu-sion
showing that the pro-p-group G(k
) is free. Therefore Lemma 3.7 shows that (X S 0 , S ∪ T ) k
has the K(π, 1)-property for p. We obtain
) of the (unramified) places p ∈ T 0 are nontrivial and torsion-free. Hence the field k S∪T S0
realizes the maximal unramified p-extension k
The same arguments also show that (X S 0 , T ) has the K(π, 1)-property for p and that k T S0 realizes the maximal unramified p-extension k
Using the excision sequence, we obtain isomorphisms
As k T S0 realizes the maximal unramified p-extensions k nr p (p) of the places p ∈ S, these cohomology groups vanish for i ≥ 2 and k T S∪S0 realizes the maximal elementary abelian p-extension of k nr p (p) for all p ∈ S. As above, we obtain that the curve (X (S ∪ S 0 ), T ) has the K(π, 1)-property for p and that the pro-p-group
) is free. Therefore the natural homomorphisms
from the full local groups onto the decomposition groups are homomorphisms between free pro-p-groups which induce isomorphisms on H 1 (−, F p ). Hence they are isomorphisms (see [NSW] , 1.6.15). We conclude that k T S∪S0 realizes the maximal pextension k p (p) for all p ∈ S. Now we consider another excision sequence to obtain isomorphisms
Since (X (S ∪ S 0 ), T ) has the K(π, 1)-property for p, the cohomology of the group
) coincides with the étale cohomology of (X (
. Using the calculation of the cohomology of a free product ( [NSW] , Theorem 4.3.14), we conclude that
is a homomorphism between pro-p-groups which induces isomorphisms on H i (−, F p ) for all i. By [NSW] , Proposition 1.6.15, φ is an isomorphism. Now we deduce Theorem 1.1. Let S, T and M be pairwise disjoint sets of places of the global field k, where S and T are finite and M has Dirichlet density δ(M) = 0. We choose sets of places S 0 , T 0 to S ∪ T and M as in Theorem 6.1, i.e.
• S 0 is a nonempty set of places p of norm N (p) ≡ 1 mod p,
is surjective.
By Proposition 7.1, we obtain the following assertions of Theorem 1.1: we have cd G T S∪S0 (p) ≤ 2, assertion (ii) but at the moment only for the places in S, and assertions (iii) and (iv).
Now we show that k T S∪S0 (p) realizes the maximal p-extension k p (p) of k p for all places p ∈ S 0 . Let p ∈ S 0 . Then p is not above p and the local field k p contains a primitive p-th root of unity. The decomposition group Z p (k T S∪S0 (p)|k) has cohomological dimension less or equal to 2 as it is a subgroup of G(k T S∪S0 (p)|k). Passing in [NSW] , Theorem 7.5.2, to the maximal pro-p-factor group, we see that the full local group G(k p (p)|k p ) is, as a pro-p-group, generated two generators σ, τ with the one defining relation στ σ −1 = τ q . The element τ is a generator of the inertia group, σ is a Frobenius lift and q = N (p). Therefore G(k p (p)|k p ) has exactly three factor groups of cohomological dimension less or equal to 2: itself, the trivial group and the Galois group of the maximal unramified p-extension of k p . Since p ramifies in the extension k T S∪S0 (p), the decomposition group must be full, i.e. k are surjective and that the inflation homomorphisms H i (G(k p (p)|k p )) → H i (k p ) are isomorphisms for all i (see [NSW] , 7.5.8). As k T S∪S0 (p) realizes the maximal p-extension k p (p) of k p for p ∈ S, we obtain the surjectivity of the cup-product by (the flat Z-algebra) Z p , we obtain an exact sequence of finitely generated, hence compact Z p -modules. Passing to the projective limit over all finite subextensions K of k T S (p)|k and using lim ← − Cl T (K) ⊗ Z p = 0, we obtain the exact sequence
Condition (c) and local class field theory imply the vanishing of the right hand limit. Therefore (b) implies the vanishing of the projective limit in the middle. If (X S, T ) has the K(π, 1)-property for p and G T S (k)(p) = 1, then every prime p ∈ S with ζ p ∈ k p has an infinite inertia group in G T S (k)(p). Furthermore,
for all p ∈ S min S p .
Example 9.5. Let F be a finite field of order #F ≡ 1 mod p. We put k = F(t), T = ∅, and let S consist of the infinite place, i.e. the place associated to the degree valuation. Then A 1 F = P 1 F {∞} has the K(π, 1)-property for p and k {∞} (p)|k is the (unramified) cyclotomic Z p -extension. Hence the assumption made for function fields in Proposition 9.4 is necessary. theory, the group G
